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HI2R0DUC TIQH

It baa often been pointed out, but not so easily 

illustrated, that a study of tlie particular often leads 

to a better understanding of the general. I mean to 

supply that laclc of illustration. In m y  ease the general 

refers to that broad field of literary criticism from 

Socrates to today in which I have been mildly interested 

for some time. 2ie need for a particular point of concen

tration brought to mind an essay on Dryden I had read 

somewhere awhile ago. It m s  not a particularly erudite
: j ; i 1 ■ V

ivork as I recalled, but it had introduced me to Dryden

in so charming a manner that I had not forgotten him.

Eie author, I 30011 discovered, m s  James Hussell Lowell,

but that m s  the very least of a y  discoveries, as I hope
• *

I have made clear in the following pages, llowever, not 

only have I learned about Lowell, whom I now realize is 

the first .American critic of importaaice, but (to return 

to m y  illustration) I believe I have come a little closer 

that great body of critical knowledge b y  this examination 

of one of its members.

W  problem was twofold: not only to ascertain 

Zowell'a place as a critic, but also to discover the 

enduring qualities In his essays. So limit the field
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only the essays on Shakespeare, Drydon, Chaucer, Pope, 

Wordsworth, Milton, and Spenser, were selected, Otiose 

constituted Lowell’s own choice for the major English 

poets and I tried to present them in the order in which 

he had written them, 3iis gave me an opportunity to 

examine any development In the man and his criticism.

It also aided in watching any change in other critic’s 

opinions of Lowell, for I drew heavily on the ideas of 

others on m y  subject as well as m y  own.

Hie individual essays ware patterned generally 

after the following outline: {%) General content of the 

essay, (3) prominent critics opinion of the essay, (3) 

a criticism of the essay, based on the critical theo

ries taught at Creighton Thiivcrsity, Hie scheme worked 

out ouite satisfactorily «with a final chapter to gather 

up all the loose threads. It has been a study interest

ing not only in view of the recent turnoil in literary 

criticism but in the realization of from what healthy 

roots the criticism of -America has sprung.
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SHAZSSPEAIffi

”3ie dominion of the Shakespearian pushes

f o n m r d  its boundaries from year to year, and moves
• u

no landmark backward.« And it is to this dominion 

that Iowo.il would offer us the pass-key, lie invites 

us into that land where nothing is lacking, the 

sweetest music, the finest language, the cleverest
4

wit, and the profoundest thought. But that is not 

all. Chose qualities are not only present,

no matter what your tongue might he, hut (and in 

this ho is most emphatic} they appear quit© spon

taneously, like.the very flowers themselves, without 

effort or desire on the part of their originator. It 

is in this true * wonder-land * that Lowell dwells 

w i t h  the ease and gra.ee of on© w h o  is well acquainted 

with the terrain. And well he miglit do so, for though 

there are many who have studied the great Bard more 

thoroughly there are non© who can compare with him in 

genuine appreciation. 1 * 3

i

1. In 1868 «Shakespeare Once ¡lore” appeared in.
the Ilorth American Review,

3. ¡Tames Bussell Lowell, "Shakespeare Once More" 
Literary Essays. Ill, 65.
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Let us pause for a wamiafo on Lowell’s approach 

to his study of Shakespeare# M  near as one can de

termine his essay falls into three groups: (1) Shake

speare as a product of his tines, (2) previous Shake

spearian criticisms and editions, and (3) Shakespeare's 

genius. The first and third groups are, X believe, 

self-explanatory# Si© second, however, nay demand 

elucidation# Lowell selects representative editions, 

dwelling for a longer period on the famous First Folio, 

and attempts to decide their relative value# In the 

criticism® he selects particular popular theories and 

seeks to turn their generally destructive force to his 

constructive ends# In general he presents a good case 

and hacks his .points with valid arguments#

But let us look, more particularly at Ills statement,
f  ... . r

that we nay judge b y  closer study# His very first line is

reminiscent of Arnold#

It may he doubted whether any language 
be rich enough to maintain more than one 
truly great poet, - and whether there be 
more than one period, and that very short, 
in the life of a language, when such a 
phenomenon as a great poec is possible.3

Lowell's statement is quite comprehensive, excluding all

3# Ibrd## 1#
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possible past and future candidates to the title of

«truly greatM in English literature, Arnold, on the

other hand, is not quite so e n e m passiag. He says,

B »  exercise of the creative power in the 
production of great works of literature 
or art, however high this exercise m a y  rank, 
is not at .all epochs and under all conditions 
possible.*

Both critics w o l d  be in complete accord, however, in 

regard to perfect suitability of Shakespeare's time for 

the production of a great poet. Indeed, it m s  so defi

nitely Just the right time that Lev,’ell feels fifty years 

later or earlier for his arrival w o l d  have, made all the 

difference. Our language m s  at this particular period 

at its «freshest perfection.« But this m s  but one 

field in which the tine was Just right.

All favorable stars seen to have been in 
conjunction at his nativity, 25i© Refor
mation had passed the period of its vinous 
fermentation, and its clarified results re
mained as an element of intellectual in- 
pulse and exhilaration j there were snail 
signs yet of the acetous and putrefactive 
stages which were to follow In the victory 
and decline of Puritanism, Old forms of 
belief and worship still lingered, all the , 
more touching to .fancy, perhaps, that they 
were homeless and attainted; the light of 
sceptic day was baffled b y  depths of forest 
where superstitious shapes still cowered, 4

4. Matthew Arnold, 3ie Function of Criticism, 3,
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creatures of i m p e r i a l  wonder* the raw 
material of Pagination. Use anvontion 
of printing, without yet vulgarizing letters, 
had made the thought and history of the en
tire past contemporaneous * while a crowd of 
translators put every a a a  who could read in 
inspiring contact with the select souls of 
all the centuries* A  new world m s  thus 
opened to iatellootua! adventure at the very 
thus when the heel of Colus&uz had turned 
the fix's t daring fnanraw of discovery in that 
unmeasured oeeaa which still girt the known 
earth with a beckoning her iron of hope and 
conjecture, which m s  still fed b y  rivers 
that flowed down out of primeval alienees, 
and still washed the shores of Dreamland.
Under a wise, cultivated, and firm-handed 
monarch also, the national feeling of Sng- 
land grew rapidly more homogeneous and in
tense , the rather as the womanhood of the 
sovereign stimulated a more ohivalric loyalty,
- while the new religion, of which she was 
the defender, helped to make England morally, 
as it was geographically, insular to the con
tinent of Europe.0

Hot only rmm the languages and times in a state conducive 

to great poetic talent, but the life of the poet himself 

added the final necessary ingredient* II© was the son of 

a SBGBcm father and a H o m a n  mother, a country boy who 

found kiss fortune in the city. All these factors tended 

to round out the great genius that God had already given 

him. And Shakespeare m s  not on© to overlook his oppor

tunities, E© watched the colorful panorama of his time 

and in a language common to all men he recorded what he

0. Janes .Russell 1 swell, o£. oIt.. 4-5.
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saw,

Hiö business was with, men as they w e r e , not 
with roan^as he ought to be. - with the Inman 
soul as it is shaped or twisted into character 
by the complex experience of life, not in its 
abstract essence, as something to be saved or 
lost,0

iliis is the first indication of the change ln Shakespeare * kt

conception of tragedy. Hitherto the Greeks had been the

models for the drama with Aristotle as their voice. And

Aristotle states quite clearly: '’Comedy alias at representing

7
men as worse, iragedy as better than in actual life.” 2he 

solution might lie in Shakespeare*s ignorance of the ancients, 

but Lowell absolutely refuses to consider such a possla

bility.

Did lie who could so counsel the practisers 
of an art in which he never arrived at em
inence, as in hamlet’s advice to the players, 
never take counsel with himself about" that ■ 
other art in which the instinct of the crowd, 
no less than the judgment of his rivals, 
awarded him an easy preeminence?8

Lowell finds that Shakespeare’s art is not at odds with

fcii© great field of criticism prior to him, but a  deeper

development of it. Equal in genius to his predecessors

he was likewise equal in the ability to point out new

paths for creative criticism. His writings reflect this

6 * Ihifl. , 3 «

7* Aristotle, ’’Poetics” She Great Critics. 30. 

8. Janos Bussell lovmll, o£. cit., 48.
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ability.

We justify or oritiols® %lm characters of ■ 
other writer« b y  our memory and experience, 
and pronounce them natural or unnatural; 
tut lie seems to ter® worked in the very 
stuff of Ydiicli memory and experience are 
made, and we recognise his truth to Mature 
hy an innate and unacquired sympathy, as 
if he alone possessed the secret of the 
«ideal form and universal mould,« and emr- 
hodied generic typos rather than .indi
viduals*®

Under the head of "Previous Criticisms« (a 

section of our second main group) Im m ll lists five 

as most ®mm®M Shakespeare sometimes (1) "over

loads a word," (2) "makes persons" under great emotional 

stress "parenthesis® some trifling play upon words," (3) 

"allows liis characters to spend time ..»in carving some 

cherry-stone of a quibble, ” (4) "is tempted away from the 

natural b y  the quaint," and (5) "forces a partial analogy 

between the abstract thought and the sensual image into
10

an absolute identity, giving us a kind of serious pun."

So justify his denial of the first fault Lowell offers 

an example of true overloading that make 3 Shakespeare 

an amateur. lie declares that the second is not only not 

a fault but remains as just another indication of the

9.

10.

Ibid.« 20 

Ibid., 52-53.
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genius cf the author. Only one with keen oh serration 

of human emotion would perceive the presence of two 

seeming incongruities at the same time* 15In esti

mating Shakespeare, it should never he forgotten, 

that, like Goethe, he m s  essentially observer and 

artist....« Si© last three faults he grants, hut 

feels that perhaps they were meant as characteristic 

of the speaker. With this he turns to Shakespeare*» 

editors and critics, Sfcresost in this legion are, of 

course, .his fellow actors, liming© and Condell* Mow,

T a m il sets a  high criterion for his editors.

We should demand for a perfect editor, then, 
first, a thorough glossologies! knowledge of 
the English contemporary with Shakespeare; 
second, enough logical acuteness of mind and 
metaphysical training to enable him to follow 
recondite processes of thought; third, such 
a conviction of the supremacy of his author 
as always to prefer his thought to any theory 
of his own; fourfih, a feeling for m a l e  and 
so much knowledge of the practice of other 
poets as to understand that Shakespeare* s 
versification differs from theirs as often 
in kind as in degree; fifth, an acquaintance 
with the world m  m i l - a s  with books; anti 
last, what is, perhaps, of more importance 
than all, so great a familiarty with the 
workings of the imaginative faculty in 
general, and of its peculiar operation in 
the mind of Shakespeare, as will prevent 
his thinking a passage dark With excess of light, 
and enable him to understand fully that the 
Gothic Shakespeare often superimposed upon 11

11. Ibid.. 2.
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the slender column of a single word, 
that seems to twist under it, hut does 
not, - like the quaint shafts in cloisters,
- a weight of meaning which the m o d e m  
crcliitects of sentences would consider 
wholly unjustifiable by correct prin
c i p l e . ^

Hie editors of the First Folio erne nowhere near attaining

this high standard, nevertheless, it does remain «the

only text we have with any claim whatever to authenticity.«

It is .interesting to note here that he makes no mention

whatsoever of what is considered today our most valuable

reference - the quartos. lie omits them Completely and

goes on to speak harshly of the legion who have followed

in the wake of the First Folio, nor is he less abusive

of the critics. It Is not surprising to find that he

approves of Iamb who -

...had the great adyantage of seeing the 
elder dramatists as they were: it did not 
lie within his province to point out what 
they were not.IS

Lamb’s attitude reflects Lowell’s own conception of criti

cism. He castigates liatthew Arnold who "seems to think
14

that Shakespeare has damaged English poetry." Shis of
/

the poet whom Lowell declares is «more supremely incapable * *

13. ibid. , 27-aa.

13. Ibid.. 50.
*

14. Ibid.. 37.
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tium any other mm vàio ever wrote English of writing
15

bad sense, uncouth ne tre, or false g r s m e r .”

On the other hand, he supplies us with a group 

of critics who in his opinion ìlare given the world a 

wider vision of ¡Shakespeare* a genius* 'Ihe true con

ception of the poet was first arrived at by the Germans, 

Lowell finds, and in the philosophy of Goethe who asks 

himself,

What did the author propose to himself?
Is what he proposes reasonable and con-geheneible? and how far has he succeeded 

carrying it out?16

!S3ie answers to these questions were the basis of the new 

Shakespearian criticism. Others followed Goethe*s ex

ample.

Lessing, as might have been expected, 
opened the first glimpse in the new 
directionj Goethe followed with his 
famous exposition of Hamlet} A. W»
Schlegel took a more comprehensive 
view in his lectures, which Coleridge 
worked over into English, adding many 
fine criticisms of his own on single 
passages; and finally, Gervinus has 
devoted four volumes to a comment on 
the plays, full of excellent matter, 
though pushing the moral exegesis 
beyond all reasonable bounds.1?

Ibid». 83« 

i d • Ibid». 67•

3.7• Ibid», 67— 68*
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Interesting as the»© criticisms are we must pass 

on to Lowell*s third section, Shakespeare*s genius, He 

introduces this division by stating briefly the require

ments of all art: (1) that a work of art be in k eeping, 

both extrinsieally and intrinsically, (2) that within 

the scop© of imaginative truth it have (a) coordination 

of character, (b) that subordinate truth to Mature and 

(c) a propriety of costume and the like as shall satisfy a 

superhistoric sense* In the light of these requirements 

Lo\!/ell examines m&m of Shakespeare*s most representative 

plays*

5\>r structure, characterization, and subtlety of

thought, he chooses his «Itempest« as his finest*

Share is scarce a play of Shakespeare * & 
in which there is such variety of character, 
none in which character has so little to do 
in the carrying on and development of the 
story. 18

19
However, like most Shakespeare scholars, he Is irresistibly 

attracted to Hamlets perhaps because he found there so much

10 * Xb id., 08 .

. . Hampden in his «Hamlet" 9, says: «It (Hamlet)
has established itself as the most popular of Shakespeare*s 
plays with the theatre-going public, and the most typical of 
his poetic genius; while scholars continue to discuss its 
problems, our great tragic actors aspire to the title-role, 
and many oi its jtw m m  have been woven into the texture of 
our daily speech, their origin half-forgotten.
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of the Bard himself. Be devotes the final one-fifth of 

his essay to a discussion of the "melancholy Dane’s" per 

scmality* It is doubtful if Lowell sheds any new light
tf ;

on the problems of his character* hut he does restate
9  t

clearly and condense much of the finest thought on the

subject*

On the whole I hare found Lowell’s essay on

Shakespeare his most interesting, perhaps because 

Shakespeare of all the greatest poets is nearest our 

heart and an essay on h i m  lias the added attraction of 

being about one whom we are anxious to hear* However, 

there are differences of opinion on this matter* 

Brownell says,

Ills hearty and insistent adoration of 
Shakespeare, at ercry opportunity of
mentioning whose name that he encounters 
or can contrive he performs a little act 
of genial, genuflexion, ends by fatiguing 
us. BO

Another adds:

from their times; or rather to Lowell their 
existence in. literature and in history are 
things apart.31

C-reenslet in writing of the same group of essays says:

20. William B u r n e l l ,  American Prose Masters. 240,

21. Joseph Heilly, Lowell as a Gritid. 69.
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3äi ao other o rit io vii! aesthetic poroopt.ions 
and moral convict ions to found presento! witä 
X*»3 real confusion of aesthetic and moral 
ideals.. * .22

üSiese will, perhaps, serve as a  cross section of the 

conflicting opinions of the critics on his "Shakespeare" 

which only proves its greatness by the very controversy 

it has evoked* lime w i l l  surely retain it as one of the 

finest tributes to its finest poet.

22. Ferris Greanslet, James Russell Lowell. 297.

/



CHAP SHE II

1
DHXDSIT

After sampling the fruits of the romanticists,

the realists, and even those of his contemporaries, the

transcendentalists; Lowell in his later life decided to

join ranks with the classical school.

Ton know what a deep distrust I have 
of tli© poetic temperament, with its 
self deceptions, its real, unrealities, 
and its power of sometimes unblessed 
magic, building its Mm Jerusalem in 
a sunset cloud rather than in a  world 
of actualities and m a n ,2

Shis was not an unusual decision for a true scholar in

an age of romantic leanings,

So his countryraen, who were in Lowell*s 
day flushed with the surprise and excite
ment of their share of the Romantic Move
ment, Lowell was a Columbus, because the 
literature of the Old World, which he 
more than any other brought within their 
ken, were to them virtually a H e w  World 
of delight and inspiration,3

Hor is it any more unusual that just such a man should

choose at this time as his subject such a scholar of a 1

1, His "Dryden" first appeared in the north 
American Review, 1868.

3, Letters, II, 135.

5. Will How© and H o m a n  SOerster, "Introduction** 
Selected Literary Essays. IX.
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period of equal decadence♦

At all events, Im w ll m  but ill at 
ease in tlie currents of thought that 
prevailed in the nineteenth century.
Bespite his Tory nature, he welcomed 
the spirit and doctrine of desaocraoy 
bravely; but evolutionary science - 
(nI hate it,” he wrote to a letter,
Mns a savage does writing”) end the 
introspection of retentions» (the 
M e l a n c h o l y  Xiver-eauplatot » of "our 
seto-esplolttog nineteenth eentury”) 
perplexed him sorely, and caused him 
to seek, with the mom earnestness, 
the hearty good^fello^hlp of Chaucer 
and the serene presence of ihahesp©er©.*4

In his usual manner Lowell promptly places Drydea 

to the niche he has set apart for him* I can. think of no 

prominent critic more categorical than Lowell. This author

is the greatest poet, and that the finest dramatist, says 

Lowell, end ho never forgets nor confuses his previous 

classification of authors. He simplifies his system con

siderably, however, by completely omitting all those who 

do not warrant a superlative. Bryden*s tag is a good ex

ample of to what length he will go to differentiate. He 

is the finest of the second class poets according to 

Lowell.

Lowell*s presentation of Dryden is chronological. 

After a brief, chatty introduction in his own pleasantly

4. XV*.
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conversational style lm checko himself to give an almost 

encyclopedic array of facts, a d s  is unusual in Lowell, 

hut he seems determined to present this critic ism system

atically. »of the rhetorical quality of coherence, 

whether sentences or of paragraphs, he was habitually 

negligent.» it is as though someone has ridiculed his 

rambling method and he is resolved to prove his ability 

in organisation, Drydon is a most fortunate choice, tti« 

periods of verse-writing and drama are quit© consecutive. 

Lowell follows Ids career with almost meticulous attention 

to details, stopping only to intersperse a few of ids mm 

general ideas on literary values. As it happens, these 

asiue.6 are th# real meat of the essay* Siey are our best 

proof that Lowell*s field lies in the realm of general

ities.

We are taken through Dryden:*® man y  attempts at 

poetry from his verses on the death of Lord Hastings which 

'•are as bad as they can be» to his »Annus I&robilis» which 

"uoserves respect as an honest effort to bring poetry back 

to its highest office in the ideal treatment of life.” 

Between these two lay pages of reluctant admissions of 

failure to find anything of worth in Drydeids verse*

5. Perris Greer slot, Lames Russell Lowell. 273
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Contrary to his own ©pinion of literary criticism he 

does list a masher of passages as representative of the 

test in rapydea. However, I holier# Lswroll is attempting 

to critic if?© his author b y  his own standards which he 

m m mrtzm  as "the higher criticism lies in the capacity 

to admire•" Iowell is indeed striving for that capacity.

In his dramatic genius X w m l l  is not so hard put 

for justification of Bryden’s talents. Drama, lx© de

clares, is tiie "true lent of his genius f" despite his 

antipathy 'with true puritaimical abhorrence toward Dryden*s 

coarseness*

...his (T a m il9a) pursuit of the critical 
lias© failed not through narrowness of 
sympathy or feebleness of speech but 
through the ancestral Puritan aversion 
from dealing with ultimate questions 
in any field except theology and politics.6

*

Of his comedies he is particularly abusive;
■* •< - ■ ■

'Xfx© costaon quality, however, of all. Bryden*s 
comedies is their aasttaass, the more remark
able because we .have ample evidence that he 
was a mm of modest conversation*5?

His tragedies lie finds not less liable- to criticism. True,

he is not in sympathy with Dry-den*© preference for* french

drama, but lx© is lavish la his praise of his defense of

a. Jjudwig Lr./isoim, E g r e s s i o n  in fnerioa. 70.

7. &tom &  B u r s t e r ,  ©£♦ cit, . 134.
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Ills choice. Imm 11, one feels, would acknowledge Bryden

a fine playwright wore it not for this preference and his

writing for profit. 2he latter difficulty Lowell offers

as a reason that lie finds all of his plays inferior to

"All for Love" which uryden writes was "the only play

which he wrote to please himself

If Lowell shows himself hopeful in :Oryden*o

dramatic efforts he is Jubilant with his critical ones.

Upon translation, no one has written 
so much and so well as Bryden in his 
various prefaces. Whatever 3ms been 
said since is either expansion or vari
ation of what he had said before. Eis 
general theory nay be stated as an aim 
at something between the literalness 
of metaphrase and the looseness of nara-
phrase.«

He is rather disparaging of his work as a satirist, though

Bryden himself felt it was his field. But of his "Defence

of an Essay on Bramatiek Poesy" and Ills prefaces Lowell

cannot say enough. E© refers to his prefaces as a "min©
9

of good writing and Judicious criticism." litis admiration 

of Dryden as a critic recalls the parallel of the two 

writers. To no other writer is Lowell as close akin both 

in method of study and manner of thought. Both men might

8. Ibid., 142, 

~~ * Xbid., 140.
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bo tensed students rather than artists, though their ©lass

Is as necessary for creation as the artists. Bor the type

of eager scholarship that inspires and uplifts these two

cannot he excelled. Lowell*s own words might well stand

as a  trihut© to both*

As if he does not, like one or two of the 
great masters of song, stir our sympathies 
by that indefinable aroma so magical in 
arousing, the subtle associations of the 
soul, he has this in coiaaon with the few 
great writers, that the winged seeds of 
his thought embed themselves in the memory 
and germinate there. 3-u

Posterity, he continues, has given Brydcn a 

position his writings do not warrant. He is "one of the 

most unequal, inconsistent, and faulty writers that ever 

lived.” Lowell finds this an interesting problem about
t  «

which to base this essay. Why, he asks himself, does 

posterity, whose judgment he relies on, accept such a 

man as worthy of high honors? And after a very cir

cuitous journey through all of Dry&en*s works we come 

to the momentous discovery that it is character that is 

the source of all his greatness.

To put it in a single word, I think 
that his qualities and faculties were 
in that rare combination which makes 
character .11

10, .Zbld. . 101«

11. Xb j-d,, 100 .
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Hot a Tory satisfactory outcome one Ernst admit, Wmm®r, 

it is better than no decision with which for many pages 

one a s axraid he will leave us, Character is such a vague 

term that one feels cheated when left with it as evidence, 

x>ut Lowell saves himself b y  adding some concrete descriptions 

that bring the poet into finer focus for us. Dryden, he says, 

"blows the mind clear.,.to read him is as bracing as a north

west wind. In ripeness of mind and bluff heartiness of ex

pression, he takes rank with the best . n Here is something w© 

can know and feel. Here is Dry den. It is true they are 

still abstract expressions, but they illustrate Lowell’s 

ability to get to the heart of his idea with keen word 

thrusts, indeed, without this saving grace we would often 

he enticed into a mas© of thought passages from which there 

is little chance of escape.

His essay on Dryden, however, is one of his finest 

in structure. Except for a final laps© into vagueness the 

entire essay is one of unusually systematic concreteness. 

Lowell has what might be termed a browsing style. Re

stricting him to an outline would be as ridiculous as 

checking the happy meanderings of a butterfly. We cannot, 

therefore, judge him b y  the standards of Emerson or Irving, 

but rather allow ourselves to drift with the current of his 

thought. In the essay under discussion we find hi m  constant-
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ly r e t u m i n g  to the thread of u a i f o m i t y  that he has 

selcoted for ¡iteseli.

Worda^orth he acouses of aceepting thè nere
12

e r t e m e l e  for thè substano©. Eoi?©v©r, th© very fault

that he lays uporo. Wordsworth la mi© of whlch he hteself

io guiltyj though not a© frequently to he aure. Il©

allargo© Wfcrdaworth wìth "alphabatio porsonifioat icn
15

b y  th© easy mogio of an initìal capitai.« But this 

accusatimi io aerely a aoftns of tetroducing his m i n  

argument. He wlahee definitoly to discinte any con

nection b  w e o n  Pop© and Bryd©n and, incidontally, to 

castigate Woràsworth for ìlio adoptlon of th© worat irosa, 

both. One significane© of th@s© assertions Ileo in th© 

faot that, in a lator ©ssay on Pop©, Im peli treats Pope 

with obvious distaste whil© trying to b© fair and ao- 12 * * 15

12. Later he spani® of Wordoworth as "A a an 
brought up in subite© m u n t a l a  solitudSs, and whose 
naturo imo a solitaci© tia re  r m t  than they, walkiag
on ©arth whloh quìvered with th© throoo of th© Preneh 
Revolution, th© child of an era of profound mestai 
and mora! noveuent, it could not be e:q>octed that he
should b© in sympathy with th© poet of artif le lai lif e .«

15. aie ioXXowing is an ©xeellent e m m p l ©  of th© 
us© in Iemali* «But divine beauty, and th© love of it v/ill 
nover b© wAthout apostìes and maosangera cm ©arth till fine 
flings his hour-glass into th© abyss as liaviiig no nead "to' 
tura it longer to number th© indistteguishabl© ages of 
Amihilation.
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knowledge his just contributions, necessarily, lie nust 

separate Bryden from this mm or he would be repudiating 

his arm classical theories* He must remove the stain of 

pedantry from the originators or be himself, as of that 

school, branded.

But 1 do not mention these merely to disprove

Lowell*s works, but rather to point out a quality of

his mind which is the source of criticism for his an*

tagonists as well as one of admiration for his followers •

Lowell* s mind, crowded with the ac©umulation of years of

study, seised on examples that seemed apropos at the 
14

moment. Yet, later he would make use of the same author 

or quotation to prove an opposite theory. Shis is, of 

course, a fine instance of the proposition that all ideas 

can be proved b y  one clever enough, but it leaves the 

student wary of Lowell*s conclusiveness. His opponents 

are especially vehement on this quality In him. Soane 

go so far as to say that his criticisms are nothing 

mr© than running commentaries selected from the store

house of greater writers* minds, axis is, of course, 

unfair to Lowell, for even if his were the method of the 14

14. limy critics apply the very epithet that he 
applied to Cotton Hither, "book suffocated" to Lowell.
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m o d e m  news compiler (which I a m  not at oil willing to 

admit) still Ills critics forget the skill required for 

weighing, selecting, and emphasising even b y  these, On 

the other hand his admirers go to the other extreme in

declaring that lie is the host /merica has known. As
: }

Yfcodberry states?

He is, indeed, the only critic of high raid: 
that our literature owns, and the fineness of 
his quality is obscured b y  the very singleness 
of his position, since there are non© to com
pare him with: nor. if one goes to England for 
such a comparison is the case much better, for 
he surpasses his fallows there w i t h  ease .15

Siere is a tribute that on© might apply with a great

deal of hesitancy to ©Ten our greatest writers. A

middle course would see®, the best (medio tutissiums

ibis) and, happily there is such a ground in Lowell*0

case« His incongruities .are not the result of careless

thinking on his part, but rather signs of development

within the man himself. And it is to his credit that

he can charmingly tell us of Ills old and new attitudes

without eobarasoment for either. This is undoubtedly

the reason for his admiration of the sane quality In

Bryden* 15

15. G-.H. Woodberry, Makers of Literature. 540.
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Of tlx© morals at tlx© play Ii® lias not a'word, 
nor do I believe that lie vim conscious of 
any b a m  in. then till lie was attacked by 
Collier, and then (with some protest against 
mh&t lie considers the undue severity of his 
censor) he had the manliness to confess that 
he had done wrong. "It becomes me not to* 
draw iay pen in the defence of a bad cause, 
w h e n  I liavo so often drawn it for a  good 
one."16

Shis is but on® of many ways in which Dryden 

resembles Lowell. Shis affinity s a y  have something to 

do with the particular excellence of the essay. Both 

writers have eotae to be regarded b y  posterity as spans 

between tiro Important phases of literary .history.

Lowell stands as a bridge from the glorious tradition 

of the English past to the fervent patriotism of future 

America. Drydon*s phases are not as broad. He is ac

cepted as the link connecting the last gasp of the 

Renaissance and the first fresh breath of Classicism. 

Lowell complains of Dtydon's misfortune to appear in

a transitional period, yet to most of us it would seem
17

to be a blessing.. Arriving at a  time when on© might 

converse with Davenant, «who could tell him. of Fletcher 

and Jonson from personal recollection,” and visiting 16 17

16. Howe &  Foerster, op. cit., 106.

17. "Shat he (Dry-den) was even painfully half- 
accmr* of having fallen upon a time incapable not merely 
of a great poet but perhaps of any poet at all.«
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with Addison t Johnson, .sad Milton surely ccssponsated for

any suspension between periods. But Lowell never felt

that it ¡mac up for missing the traditionally great

periods* His own situation, as a lover of literature

in .an era when loving life was the vogue, only forced

him to withdraw more snugly into the sanctuary of his

study and vim? others in a similar situation as equally

uncomfortable* Whether it is true or not that Bryden

felt M s  advent unfortunately placed we do not 1mm/,

hut T/e do know that withdrawal was not M s  solution.

But there is something solid and doughty 
in the man, that can rise from defeat, 
the stuff of which victories are mad© in 
due time, when we are able to choose our 
position better, and the sun is at our hack.IS

Oils is the ma n  whom Lowell has mad© a hit more secure

in his corner of fame by. his finest critical essay. I

I grant its superiority to the other by virtue of Lowell’s

m m  words,

I m s  pleased to find that you had read 
a y  essay on Bryden oftonor than any other, 
for I believe it to be m y  best .10 * 19

18* Howe &  P o e m  ter, o£. cit*. 67.

19. Letters, II, 45.



CEIiPTER III

1
C H A U C E R

la all of M a  literary essays Lowell 'provides 

the reader with M s  i m e d i a t e  source of information on 

M s  subject. Often M s  source lias nudi to do with the 

ton© of M s  work, which is true of many greater than

he. In this instance Lowell*© primary interest is in
2

a newly organised Chaucer Society and M s  purpose is 

to announce M s  interest and approbation to the liter

ary world. But in a  wider sense he wishes to announce 

to the world in general his interest and approbation 

in Chaucer, Be has no intention of revealing a startling 

discovery in Chaucerian study nor of introducing a new 

side to the famous progenitor of our literature, "Can

any one,« he writes, "hope to say anything, not new, but 
' 5

even fresh, on a  topic so well worn?” Ho, perhaps, not 

new (for Lowell's statements sesta to be but the core of

■ 1, ails essay first appeared in. the "Horth 'American 
Review”, luly 1870. It was later included in a collection 
of his works titled "Literary Bssays” III,

2« His readings include: «Publications of the 
Chaucer Society” and articles by Sandras, Hertsberg. and 
Kissner on the Chaucerian sources of inspiration. Literary 
Essays, 291,

3. lames Russell iewsll, "Chaucer” Ibid,, 291.
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the greatest criticism o f Chaucer put in with clear, 

incisive strokes o f a master’s pen) hut undoubtedly 

STesh, “Hiey are, indeed, like a "walk in the morning 

air, - a medicine which m y  he taken over and over

again without any sens© of sameness, or any failure
4r

of its invigorating quality,” It Is true he treats 

of Chaucer*s art from all the angles viewed many 

times before b y  other scholars, but he presents them 

so cleverly and with such confidence in his mm Judgment 

that we are won over to his side,

She structure of his essay is roughly composed 

of three parts, but unwieldy divisions at their best,

for the last far outweighs the former two* She Chaucer
*

Society, Chaucer*s Sources of Inspiration, and Chaucor*s 

Art might serve as titles for his divisions, though 

often they overlap and intermingle. He seems to find 

most difficulty in getting started, wandering hither and 

yon until his eye finally focuses on on object worthy of 

prolonged discussion* Chaucer is Just such an object, 

but Lowell has a time ridding himself of his more press-
£ .. ' x. *k ' '• ■

ing obligations to the Chaucer Society and fallacies con

cerning Chaucer* s source of materials before he can put

4. Ibid,, 291
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Ills Iliad to the real subject at h a n d . He does not set 

out in full sail as he reminds us Milton does,

in a short prologue (1 presume It is such 

because of its definite isolation from the m± n subject 

natter) Lowell takes some of the current deductions con

cerning C h a u c e r s  life and settles then as definitely as 

only Lowell can. Of Chaucer’s often discussed a e e M s g  

with Petrarch he says:

"ffltot Chaucer, being at Milan, should not hare 
found occasion to ride across so far as Padua, 
for the sake of seeing the most famous literary 
non of the day, is incredible. If IToIssarfc could 
journey on horseback through Scotland and «ales, 
surely Chaucer, whose curiosity was as lively as 
his, night liare ventured what would Imre been a 
nere pleasure-trip in comparison. n5

Who would venture an opinion contrary to such righteous
• • 4 f

indignation? Hot I for one, but then I am not, at the

same time, convinced. I am intimidated, And as one

critic says, "It Is because rhetoric Is an art that

Aristotle defined Its end as not conviction, but per- 
6

sausion." Lowell definitely does not persuade; he 

states categorically. However, he has the saving grace 

of being such a fine student of literature that his 

judgments are seldom wrong.

5. raid. , 29&*

6. William Brownell, Aastricon Prose Hagters. 252.
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Por the corraendation of one so disci’ininating

the Chaucer Society wmtm undoubtedly grateful. Hot

only does he praise the editions already made public

hut pleads for more that «for the first time affords

to iliaerioans the opportunity of independent critical
7

study and comparison*" !3\is praise rlight seelot forced 

from others thou this scholar whose greed for fine 

hooks t o s  never hypocritical.

£a his second division o f the essay Lowell 

begins to find himself* In his discussion of influ

ences to he found in Chaucer he is at horse. Sere he
/

enters the realm of Latin, Old Broach, Old English,
'V

and Middle B o g U s h ,  lands that he had assiduously

ferreted into and studied all his life.

His acquaintance with srencli, German,
Italian, and Spanish he perfected hy 
residence in Europe which extended in 
all over m a y  years. lie gave courses 
at various times during-his professor
ship in German, Spanish, Old french, 
and in Bant© .8

Of the influences on Chaucer he determines four:
* ✓

(1) the Latins, (8) the QToubadours, (3) the Srouv'cres, 

and (4) the Italians, though he discovers less direct

7* lories Bussell Israeli, og. o i t .. 898.

8. Joseph J. Reilly, Lowell as a Critic. 47.
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influence of the first two lie finds them more intrinsic-

ly interesting them the lest* "Ovid”, he states, "is

the only Latin poet who can to supposed to hare ln~
9

flucre©d the spirit of Hodieval literature#" She 

thirteenth and fourteenth oenturios brought forth a 

great revival of interest in story-tolling. Ovid as 

a precursor of this type of literature assumed a popu

larity in which his equally gifted contemporaries were 

overlooked. Torgll xms generally ignored.

"3x0 Homan genius was ctilnently practical, and 
far more apt for the triumphs of politics and 
jurisprudence than of art# Supreme elegance 
it could and did arrive at in Vbrgil, hut, if 
X m y  trust m y  arm judgment it produced hut 
one original poet, and that was Horace, who 
has ever since continued the favorite of non 
of the world, an. apostle to the Gentiles of the 
mild cynoij&i of middle-age and an after-dinner
philosophy# "10

*

However, with the Iloman invasion literature in England

took on a Branch aspect and broke its connection tilth its

historical B o n a  legacy# «fh© Roman road, which linked

them with the only past they kmw. had been buried under
11

the great barbarian landslide•« 9 10 11

9. Janos Bussoll Lowell, "Chaucer" op# olt# , 501#

10. Zbid*. 305.

11. Ibid*. 30?.
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On the crest of this barbarian landslide were the

Eroubadours. "Sheir poetry is purely lyric in its m a t

narrow sense, that is the expression of personal an d
X§

momentary moods.» And though Lowell feels that they 

died :;of their own too overmuch» in. the words of the 

bara:

®iey were the conduit tlirough which the 
failing stream of Homan literary tradition 
flowed into the new channel which ifedioval 
culture was slowly shaping for itself.»IS

Siis metamorphosis Lowell pauses to discuss 

quite lengthily; With the Srouveres and the Italians 

he is brief. To the first he credits a  lack of affec

tation and to the latter a fresh stream of culture.

On© gets tiie impression that Lowell spends more time 

with the first pair because they are more obscure end 

hence faultily handled by less able critics. Chaucer, 

he states, is the finest of all these interwoven with 

sturdy Anglo-Saxon stock. «In him we see the first

result of the H o m a n  yeast upon the home-baked Saxon 
14

loaf.« Her© w e  find ourselves in the third of our

12. Ibid . f 302.
*

13. ibid. f 303.
’ <

L4* * XLId., 321.
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large divisions, Chaucer’s Art* Xt is true tliat most

of tii® statements node here concerning Chaucer Iiavc
■ /

■been nad® elsewhere before, but never so well. Wltli

whom can we compare him for as many well-wrought,

thought-provoking ideas as the following s

With Bant© the main question is the 
saving of the soul, with Chaucer it 
is the conduct of life. Xhe distance 
between them is almost that between 
holiness and prudence.15

”11© himself sings more like a bird than any other poet,

because it never occurred to him. as to Goethe, that he
1©

ought to do so*«

lie has a  hatred of cant as hearty as 
Br. Johnson’s, though he has a slier 
w a y  of showing it; he has the placid 
common sens© of Ermihlin, the sweet, 
grave husocr of Addison, the. exquisite 
taste of Gray; but the whole texture 
of his mind, though its substance 
seems plain and grave, shows itself 
at every turn iridescent with poetic 
feeling like shot silk.17

•axes© are but a  few of Lowell’s finest. Sierc can be 

no doubt that his essay on Chaucer will always remain 

as evidence of his position as master of the well-

15. Ibid.. 325.
'  it

16» Ibid.. 355.
*

17. Ibid.* 563.
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turned phrase* Ho rounds M s  essay out by comparing 

Chaucer to L a a g t a d ,  Ckwmr, Shakespeare, and Sponsor; 

always cutting away all superfluities to show us the 

heart of their similarity.

I liare sketched the general outline of the 

content of the essay but in doing so hare missed what 

1 believe to be its m i n  source of permanence, in the 

beginning of this chapter I have mentioned tone, and 

it is only fitting that I return to it in these last 

words. It is an easy matter to relay Lowell*s thoughts 

for he is never obtruss; it is not very difficult to 

reveal his dominant qualities for he is not a subtle 

writer; but to transfer a bit of his tone that others 

may know the best of his style is a more difficult 

business. It is interesting to note that when Lowell 

Is writing a criticism of his contemporaries he assumes 

a tone almost flippant; towards those whose fame is es

tablished and of a secondary nature he mingles a very 

carefully weighed judgment with clever sarcasm; but 

toward those- few who have been universally acclaimed 

the greatest of all time he shows only a reverential 

appreciation. He Is carrying his candle to the altar 

of the most high that all might see his choice. He is 

placing the finest flowers of his thought in the most
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©Ziiiil3it;eXy-m‘OT2£ilit causes of M s  style for their 

greater clory* In matters secondary he is often arro

gant and humorous, Trot in matters primary lie is always 

humble and deferential. With. Chaucer one is never in 

doubt about his attitude. 2*ram his first lines, "He 

wm one of those rare authors ¥/hcaa, if vm met him under

a porch in a shower, m> should have preferred to the 
18

rain« to his last "bps feel that xm can Join the

pure-minded Spenser in ©ailing him wn»st sacred,

happy spirit” it® know that Lowell considers this

•rnr.n second oniy to Shakespeare and in many vmys his

equal. It has been truly said that Lowell’s

Critical work will be at its best in 
appreciation, that it will ©soel more 
In finding new beauties in the actual 
than in discovering new requirements 
in the ideal.BO

It would be easy to criticise Lowell on this score but 

one is so imbued with the kindly sympathy of Chaucer 

that it seems cruel to tarnish the gold of his tribute. 

Only a great poet could have conceived his final state

ment of praise: only a great man could have realised 

its full significance. 18 19

18. Ibxd . f  398.

19. Ibid.. 565.

BO. William Brownell, og. oit., 249.
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I know not ism to sum up ubat w© fool 
about liia better than by saying (what 
would have pleasod most one who was in« 
different to f a n e ) that we love him more 
then w e  admire,31

*

si. ibia.. sos.



G H & P m  IT 

POES

But you who seel: to give and merit fees®,
And justly tear a Critic* *© noble name,
Be sure yourself and your mm reach to know,
H o w  far your genius, taste, and learning go? 
launch not beyond your depth, but be discreet, 
ibid mark that point where sense and dullness meet.1

It may well be said of the author of these lines 

that he of all the great writers did not ^launch beyond 

his depth. " Indeed, it is there in which his lasting fame 

lies, for he realized not only his limitations, but also 

liis possibilities and strove to do his finest work within 

the boundaries of both. Biough he has suffered from ad

verse criticism in the past, much of it has been rash 

judgment on the part of over-liasty critics. As Lowell

says,

...the criticism, which laid at the door 
of the master all the faults of his pupils 
was unjust. It m s  defective, moreover, 
in overlooking how much of what w© call 
natural is an artificial product, above 
all in forgetting that Pope liad one of 
the prime qualities of a great poet in 
exactly answering the intellectual needs 
of the age la which he lived, and in re
flecting its lineaments.8

1, Whitwell 2 M & ,  Hie Works of Alexander  Pope, 
Y.I, 95-103.

*

8. James Bussell Lowell, Prose lories. 3?/, 10.
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But before revealing Lowell's general ideas on 

tills disciple of the Correct, let us look briefly at 

his manner of presentation* Hi® essay on Pope appeared 

first in the north .American Review, January, 1871. It 

was almost equally divided between {1} the situation 

leading to Pape's advent and (8) the influence of Ripe 

himself. Bie latter half is roughly divided into three 

sections; (a) his place in literature, (b) his indi

vidual works, and {©} his personality and theories as 

a poet. Tie essay Is, on the whole, brilliant and 

sympathetic, revealing not only Lowell's knowledge of 

the far-flung threads leading up to the llco-classical 

movement, but also his tolerance and insight into the 

real values of Pope.

Tim seeds that were to bloom eventually into the 

genius of Pope were widely scattered. Lorre 11 finds its 

first planting in the school of the cultlets, headed by 

Du Bartos. ©tough Its vogue was short-lived, its spread 

was so rapid and extended that it indicated a desire for 

its fascinating mannerisms deeper than anyone had previ

ously conceived.

She cultists went dorm before the implacable 
good sense of Branch criticism, but the de
fect of this criticism was that it ignored

56
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imagination altogether, and sent nature 
about her business as an impertinent 
baggage whose household loom, competed 
uiua.'hhilly with the m c h i n e - m a d e  fabrics, 
so exquisitely uniform in pattern, of 
the royal manufactories.5

Polloifing their lead Lowell finds many who contributed

bit b y  bit to the final creation of the master» Shore

were, to mention a few, Boileau, Addison, Thomson, and

Bryden. However, the moot consistently felt voice was

that of the French influence.

For the popularity of Pope, as for that 
of Marini and his sect, circumstances 
had prepared the m y .  English liter
ature for half a century after the Resto
ration showed the marks both of a moral 
reaction and of an artistic vassalage to 
sranoe. From the compulsory saint ship 
and cropped hair of the Puritans men 
rushed or sneaked, as their temperaments 
dictated, to the opposite cant of sensu
ality ana a wilderness of periwig .4

It m s  Lowell’s contention that the peculiar

temperament of the English mind provided an ©specially

fertile soil for these seeds.

In matters of taste the Anglo-Saxon mind 
seems always to-have felt a painful dis
trust of itself, which it betrays either 
in affectation of burly contempt or in a

5« Ibid., 9. 

4. Ibid.. 11.
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pretence of adidration equally insincere.

Whether this is generally true is not certain, hut that
. : * f • ‘ ’ 1 ' \ * •

it m s  particularly true in this instance is fairly

sure* H e n  at this period were inspired with a spirit

of insularity that m o  none the less jealous of the

shan niceties of the French court, they strove, therefor©,

to pattern themselves after the French in externals while

renaining unchanged in internals, fh® return of Charles

II was, of course, a dominant factor in this trend. But

not only m s  it politically and socially evident, hut the

field of religion also felt its influence.

In the last generation the m e n  whose great 
aim ttan success in the Other World had 
wrought a political revolution! now, those 
whose ideal m s  prosperity in Shis World 
were to have their turn and to accomplish, 
with their lighter weapons as great a change,0

i * •

Where, then, does Pope fit into this picture?

It Is true he m s  the suamit toward which these threads 
-

were leading, hut to say he was the epitome of the worst 

faults of his predessors is unfair. His successors nade 

It appear that he was, hut in truth, he m s  the nearest 

to perfection that his manner of writing ©an come. Lowell 

suns it up nicely in the following:

5

5* raid«. 13. 

C, Ibid.. li.
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SSius far, among the groat Englisli poets 
who preceded him, wo hew© seem actual 
lit© representated toy Ohaueer, Inatlve- 
life toy Spenser, ideal life by Shakespeare, 
the interior lire toy Milton. But as every
thing aspires to a rhythmical utterance 
of itself, so conventional life, Itself 
a nm  phenomenon, was waiting for its poet, 
it found or made a most fitting on# in. Pope . 7

'Jills is supplemented toy the popular belief that Pope

was inspired to writing toy the advice of his good friend,

William Walsh, that «though we had several great poets,

we never had any one great poet that was correct*15

Powell will not state definitely that Pope is a

great poet, in ills sympathetic attitude he works around

the questioni
. I •

If I have not corn# to the conclusion 
that he is the greatest of poets, 1 
believe that I an at least in a con
dition to allow him every merit that 
is fairly h i s *©

r

Yet, it has been observed that ?,A  conservative even in

literature, Doctor Lowell owned pop© as his favorite 
9

poet*« Shift was s®re a result of his classical leanings 

than his true judgment of poetic values. As Lowell him

self says:

Siere are t o  Bopists or Wordovrorthians,

?. Ibid*. 20.

8. Ibid*, 26.

9* .Joseph Reilly, lowell as a Critic* S*
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Lockisto or Eantists, and there is 
nothing more to he said of the matter.

In his discussion of Pope*s individual works

Lowell is obviously straining to retain his tolerant

viewpoint. His earliest writings (some published as

early as his sixteenth year) reveal indications of

sens© and discretion.* She «Essay on Critic Isa” is
11

«full of clear thoughts , compactly expressed•** H o w

ever, ho reached the height of his genius, Ksw&ll

believes, in the «Rap© of the lock« which, «taken foi
ls

all in all, is the most perfect poem in the language«"

He regrets sincerely that P o p © *8 fame rests mainly on

his «Essay on Han« which Lowell feels is "a droll medley
13

of inconsistent opinions,« In general he finds his

Moral Essays and Satires pleasing, but cannot find a

single thing worthy of praise in his «IhmciacF which
14

he avows is «filthy even in a filthy age*« She 

strong strain' of Puritanism in Lowell often found Its 

voicej as in his denunciation of Dryden's morale-tone in 10 11 12 13 14

10. Janes Russell Lowell, oj>. oit, . 37*

11. Ibid. * 30.

12. Ibid. . 56.

13. Ibid.. 36.

14. Ibid.* 48.
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Ills :rBryden" and n w  we find him flashing out against 

Pop© end Ills friend Swift. Of M s  Puritanism Greenslet

Indeed, not in " H m a n i s m "  hut' in "Puri
tanism” do vm find, after all, tlio secret 
unity of Lowell*s character, airoughout 
his formal writing from first to last, as 
well as in M s  familiar letters, we never 
cease to feel under all his chameleon
of mood a solid core of character in w  
tlio deep sense of personal responsibility 
is the principle of life» In all his prose 
there is no more characteristic • passage 
than that in his essay on Dante, where he 
says*

"TTery hateful to his fervid heart and 
sincere mind would have been the modern 
theory which deals with sin as involuntary 
error, and by shifting off the fault to the 
shoulders of Atavism or those of Society, 
personified for purposes of excuse, hut 
escaping into impersonality again from the 
grasp of retribution, weakens that sense of 
responsibility which is the root of self- 
respect and the safeguard of character*"
Here, if 2 mistake not, is the very voice 
of the Puritan spirit*10

Personally, Lowell finds Pop® quite amiable in

spite of the apparent viciousness of M s  satires. He

finds that M s  letters fail to give a true picture of

the m a n  because they are "labored expositions." 'However,

those in which he forgets M s  public and posterity he
* .

reveals a kindly, interesting nature:

15* Perris Greenslet, ffames Russell Lowell. 241.

says:
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On© or tv/o or Bop©*®! letters are so good 
as to make ns regret that lie did not 
oftener don the dressing g m m  end slippers 
in M s  oorrearxmdmiee. IS

Ho adults that Pope lacks a clearness of thought es

sential for one so addicted to Reason as a  ruling force, 

and calls His most ambitious works «careless t.ivtm.Hng 

carefully versified.«

On the whole Imm%X Has given ns a quite intensive 

searoli into the factors which give lasting quality to 

Pope»s works» He places M m  v/ltli Dryclen as the fore

most of the secondary poets and acknowledges hfa as founder 

of his particular school of artificial writing. M  one

critic writes of M s  Judgment of Pop©:
<*

All things considered, one feels that 
LoiTell lias hold in check M s  lack of 
sympathy and tried to maintain a Ju
dicial attitude.17- * 17

10 . James Bussell Lar/ell, 0£. clt.. 55.

17. Joseph Reilly, oj>. oit.. 122.
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X
imum

To ho gifted with Insight into the faults of 

others Is, Indeed, a happy faculty; hut to profit by 

their ilia takes is the business of the wise man* Gifted 

in tli© former and lacking in the latter is the unfortu

nate position of Lowell. nowhere is it more evident 

than In his criticism of llilton* Her© he expands the 

mistakes of a writer for fifty pages and in doing so

inculcates the same faults in his own criticism.
' ' * ,. . . ■ ., . *

2Sie title, in the first place, is misleading.

2ie essay is not a criticism of Milton, but one of Mr.

Masson, the unfortunate gentleman whose biography on
2

Milton, Lowell had just, completed. As a satirist, 

there are few to compare with Inwall for light humor

and deftness of touch* It is almost Impossible to read
1 ■* ,

a passage of his pointed ridicule without a smile. And, 1

1. In 1672 the review of M a s s o n s  "Life of' John 
Milton" was published in the Iforth American Review.

"She
a*l.

"Milton" editoi
and biographer than with Milton, and is marred b y  the 
curious impatience of a reasoned prosody which appears 
in Mr* Lowell so often."
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truly, there are many opportunities for such a sail© 

.in tills criticism, for Masson errs In fields in which 

loT/oll is most adept and lie misses no chance to point 

out M s  failing*
■f *

M r  Masson, lie states, is much too lengthy and

detailed in M s  composition* I cannot resist siring

Lowell’• own -words on the subject.

Mr* Hasson has already occupied thirteen 
hundred and seventy-eight pages ■ in get tins 
Hilton to M s  thirty-fifth year, and an 
Interval of eleven years stretches between 
the dates of the first and second instalments 
of his published labors* As Milton#s liter
ary life properly begins at twenty-two, with 
«Ode of the nativity” and as b y  far the sore 
important part of it lies between the year at 
vihich we are-arrived and his death at the ag® 
of sixty-six, xm might seen to have the terms 
given us b y  'Which to sake a rough, reckoning 
of how soon we are likely to see land* But 
w h e n  we recollect the baffling character of 
the winds- and currants we have already en
countered, and the eddies that m y  at any 
time slip us back to the reformation in hoot- 
land or the ■ settlement of H e w  England? when 
wo consider, moreover, that Milton’s life 
overlapped the grand iiecle of French liter
ature, with its irrestible temptations to 
digression and homily for a man of Hr* Mas
son’s temperament, we m a y  be pardoned if a 
sigh of doubt and discouragement escape us.
We envy the secular leisures of I&tlmsaleh, 
and are thankful that his biography at least 
(if written in the samiTlongeval proportion) 
is irrecoverably lost to us* What a subject 
would that have been for a person of Mr.
Masson’s spacious predilections! 5

5. James Russell Lowell, Among Ihr Books, 252-255,
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Lowell, too, eon be said to hare "spacious predilection'1

but in a manner unlike lias son* a. Si© difference In the

two seems to lie in the method of their divergence from.

the topic. Masson leaves his subject in the manner of

a puppy fascinated with a shiny object, returning only

after he has exhausted all the possibilities of the in-
* *

terruption. Lowell, on the other hand, is not so abrupt 

in his transitions. One is never conscious of departure 

with Lowell, yet the diversion is there nevertheless.

03-is is an essay intended as a criticism of Hr. 

Masson*s biography. Por on© of Lowell’s principles who 

believed that the highest function of criticism is the 

capacity to admire, this essay is completely out of

harmony. He has little, if any, admiration for Mr.
*

Masson’s attempt, which - is unfortunate, for succeeding 

generations have accepted that work as the finest de

finitive biography of Milton. And not only did Lowell
■«

fail In perceiving its true value, but he has presented 

his criticism in a form that absolutely defies outlining.
1

Listing the numerous paragraphs would be the only accurate 3 

but uninteresting, means of giving the correct picture; 

and I have no intention of boring m y  readers with such 

a list. One is reminded of Lowell’s own description of 

another guilty of his own errors:
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It m s  as If, after vainly trying to get 
M s  paragraphs into sequence and order, 
lie had at last tried the desperate ex
pedient of - shuffling tinea. It m s  chaos 
come again." but iii was a chaos full of 
shooting-stars,...»

Yes, I believe we can grant Lowell a tm  of those stars 

for, no matter how loos© and rambling his structure, he 

never lacks for something interesting to say on his 

subject. So let us drift with Lowell and study briefly 

each of Ills criticisms of Masson as they appear in his 

essay. Perhaps that is the secret of his plan; each
* t

fault of Hasson’s taken as he, Lowell, chanced upon it. 

PLiough I must admit it is no aid in. our desire to con

dense it.

His chief criticism of the biography seems to

be that the writer Is too pedantic.

At the sasie time, while we cannot praise 
either the style of the method of jar.
Masson’s work, m  cannot refuse to be 
grateful for it. It is not so much a 
book for the ordinary reader of bio
graphy as for the student, and will 
be more likely to find its place on the 
library-shelf than on the cent re-table. 5

/  t  »

To Lowell, the dilettante, the heavy, lumbering tread 

of the school-master is especially distasteful. As he

4. Letters, I, ©5.

5, James Bussell Lowell, Prose Works. IDT, 87,
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sum it up, "A fast is to him a fact, novor mind how

unessential, .and lie misses tlio breadth, of truth in his
6

devotion to accuracy.rr Surely the writer of such 

lines would not have quibble cl (as Lowell does for many 

pages) over the indications of a love of the military
4

in Milton, as evidenced by a tm  chance militaristic 

terms, when the truth of the imtter is that Milton had 

no interest in such matters. If w e  know mm that s u c h ' 

is the situation; if Lowell knew; if Masson knew; w h y  

must one discuss any slight indications to the contrary: 

or, as in Lowell*s case, go a step farther and discuss 

another *3 discussion of the same fallacy? Surely this 

is missing the "breadth of truth" in a "devotion to ac

curacy. "

His chief criticism of Hr* Masson is against 

his verbosity (which has already been touched upon) 

and his lack of delicacy. Lowell feels that Milton

deserves a respect that Masson fails to pay him. "Milton"
*■

he says, "is the last man in the world to be slapped on
7

the back with impunity." 2his is typical of Lowell. It 

Is his custom to relegate all of the great to the hallowed

6. Ibid.. 80.

7. Ibid.. 67.
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halls of fonie o M  tip-toe In to see them* Be would 

b® horrified at the m o d e m  notliod o f biography where

the oriti© attempts to point oat just what a "eatsaan.
*

m # as author is, so the other common men Blight he 

ontiood into reading him. Hhy they presume that is 

an a t t m e t i o n  has never been clearly explained*

It is in the field of etymology that Lowell 

finds the greatest -opportunities for criticism, for 

this is a land in which he is on sure ground. In one 

of his letters he writes:

A  professor, you laicsw. must he learned, 
if he cannot he anything else, and I 
have no w  reached the point where I feel 
sure enough of myself in Old XTonch and 
Old English to mire m y  corrections tilth 
lien instead of a pencil as X go along* 
fen hours a day, on an average, I have 
been at it for the last two months, and 
get so absorbed that I turn grudgingly 
to anything else.8

Shis is he, then, at w h o a  one gases fascinated while he
f a

approaches Hasson, as the spider a fly, weaving him in

tlie web of his knowledge • II® was an authority on word

structure, derivation and prosody; and his observations 

were generally known to state the last word on the subject.

Poor Hasson was as a straw in the hurricane of Lowell* s

wisdom. Once in awhile he does attempt a little sympathy

8. Ferris Greonslot, lames Bussell Lowell, 131
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face Hasson’s effort at thoroughness and industry, 'bat 

lio soon forgets and returns to his relent loos search 

for errors*

Mr# Hasson* s discussions of Hilton’s 
English seem often to be those of a 
Scotsman to w h o a  Siglisli is in sosao 
sort a foreign tongue. It is airiest 
tibAlly inconclusive, because eonfinod 
to the Miltonic Terse, nh.il© the basis 
of any altogether satisfactory study 
should surely be the Miltonic prose; 
nay» should include all the poetry 
and prose of his own ago and of that 
immediately preceding It*9

Of Milton himself, he has very little to say,
0 *

W© hear of his dignity, his coherence, and his indefl-

nlteness. \7© are only aware of his dignity; if that

is what one might tern this feeling of unapproachable

distaste with which w© are left* We do not know Milton* 
/ #

We have net, however, a,rather interesting fellow, a 

kind of nosey, old scholar with very little finesse 

and plenty of scholarly avidity. W© .net his through 

Lowell. His name is David Masson.

9. lames Hassell Lowell, op* cit., 88*
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SEEHSER

At a tine when it scorned that Lowell had given

himself over entirely to his poetry — after a two year

silence in the critical field— there appeared in the

’'liorth American Review" for April, 1375, an article
1

entitled "Spenser." By all accounts this essay should 

have been his finest. Hot only m s  it the last of a 

long period of critical writings hut it arrived after 

Lowell's sojourn in Europe where he undoubtedly ac

quired broader, if not drastically different, literary 
3

attitudes. Shat it is not his best is, I believe, 

not because of any lack of literary values, but be

cause of a lack of standard critical values. I say 

standard critical values advisedly. As an eloquent 

dilettante of the best In literature Lowell is un

rivalled, but as a critic there are tm  to sound his 

praise. Brooks voices the general opinion m e n  he 1

1. Harris Greenslet, James Russell Znwoll. 167.
« t /

■ 2. In his Letters, 761. II, 13C, Sept. 1874, he 
writes t "I have made son© headway, I can read G-ernan almost 
as easily as Breach. Uiis is already something. Meanwhile, 
a y  studies do me good. My brain is clear and m y  outlook 
over life seems to broaden."
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says;

Ihen lie abandoned the sphere of Hi© critic 
which called fo r stronger muscles H u m  he 
possessed, when he gay© up the attempt to 
judge, for which he v/as not mature enough, 
and yielded to the secondary role for which 
his talent equipped him, the cold self- 
conscious Lowell of the world become the 
winning Lowell of the study.S

Siis characteristic of Lowell is important enough to be 

nore broadly discussed later In this paper. However, it 

is properly mentioned here, for his »Spenser" is repre

sentative of his genius in the art of comentirig with

out criticizing.

Mamg his letters to G. F. Briggs, T a m il once 

wrote, «1 find myself very curiously compounded of two

utterly distinct characters. One half of me is clear
4

mystic and enthusiast and the other humorist. ” One 

need no further proof of the first ingredient of this 

compound called Lowell than in a perusal of his »Spenser.” 

Sh# reader feels himself breathing almost as rare an air 

In Lowell* s essay as he claims can only be found in 

Spenser. He takes on a sublimity in his descriptions 

that can. only be the result of an appreciative contagion.

5. Tan TJyok Brooks, Sie Flowering of H e w  England, 
1815-1805 , p. 528*

* *
4. Letters, I, SXO.
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HI® manner of presentation smacks of the His

torical which is surprising in Lowell. In M s  essay on 

Shakespeare he declares that we are "fortunate'* to know

so little of the life of the hard and his contempcra-
5

ries. In. general his examination of Spenser consists 

of four sections which might he listed tinder the head

ings; (1) Spenser»s predecessors; (2) his place in liter

ature; (5) hi® biography; {4} the quality of his works.

His essay, however, has not the continuity that such an 

outline would indicate. He is interested in the poets 

who stopped the gap between Chaucer and Spenser; he is 

interested in Spenser»» contemporaries; especially
6

Sidney and Jenson; in his influence on the later poets;

and finally, he is interested particularly, in his diction,
*

M s  motivation, and his literary characteristics. 'Hiese 

interests do not roller;; along in any regular order, but 

are sprinkled in at choice. 2hc constant emphasis on 

influences (either another’s on Spenser or his, in turn, 

on his followers) is the greatest factor in bringing

5. James Bussell Lowell, Shakespeare Once More.

G. To give an example of this tendency in him, 
in one short paragraph he discusses Spenser, Sidney, 
Wordsworth, Campion, Coleridge and Harvey.
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about the historical tone of the essay.

Of these Influences perhaps the one most commonly 
/ *

granted to Spenser and, therefore, of greatest Interest
4

to lowell, Is that of source of inspiration for succeed

ing poets. He other great poet can elate to be the stteu- 

lus of poetic thought for so many Illustrious names as 

Spenser. Lowell elaborated this idea «hen he w r o t e :

Spenser has coached more poets and more «ainent 
ones than any other writer-of English Terse. I 
need say nothing of Milton, nor of professed dis
ciples like Browne, the two Fletchers, and More. 
Cowley tells us that he became "irrecoverably a 
poet« by reading the nFcery Queen« when a boy.
Brydon, whose case is particularly in point be
cause he confesses having been seduced b y  Du 
Bartas. tells us that Spenser had been ids master 
in Eogiish. H e  regrets, indeed, ocEdcally enough, 
that Spenser could not have read the rules of 
Bossu, but adds that "no man liras ©Ter b o m  with 
a greater-genius or sore knowledge to support it*« 
.Bop© says, "Shore is something in Spenser that 
pleases on© as strongly In 0210*0 old age as it 
did in one’s youth. X read the Baery Queen when
I was about twelve with a Tast deal.o f  'delight;
and I think it gave me as much when I read it 
over about, a year or two ago.** Thomson wrote 
the most deliglitful of his poems in the measure 
of Spenser| Collins. Gray, and Akensi&e show 
traces of mm and in our 01m  day his influence 
reappears in Wordsworth, Bryon. Shelley, and 
Heats. landor is, X believe, the only poet w£o

7

- 7. D w e l l  wrote, "Shore are two ways of measuring 
a poet, either b y  an absolute aesthetic standard, or rela
tively to his position in the literary history or his 
country and the conditions of his generations.” Obviously 
he lias selected the latter for his ate in this instance.
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over found him tedious, Spenser's mere manner 
lias not had so many imitators as Hilton*a*-but 
no other of our poets lias given an impulse* and 
in the wUhto direst ion also, to so m a y  ana so 
diverse minds; above all, no other baa given to 
so many young souls a consciousness of their 
wings and a  delight In the use of then* He is 
a stea ding protest against the tyranny of 
Caenanplaoo, and sows the seeds of a noble dis
content with prosaic views of life and the dull
user to which it m y  be put*®

* *

lowell, himself, admitted the influence of on early read

ing of Sponsor throughout his life, lledieval figures 

fron the «faerie Queen* had walked beside him on lxio w a y  

to school*11

Iowell** search for the reason behind the con

tinual permeation of Sponsor into all English-speaking 

poetry led him through the logical .steps necessary to 

the solution* He realised that for Spenser to exert 

such a steady influence he must himself be groat* How,

as ho could not ascertain his greatness b y  personal 
*

contact, he realised he must either get his information 

from two sourcess (a) biographies, (b) his writings. 

Bran. various comoients we can gather that Lowell does
10

not place much confidence In the extant biographies.

8. Janos Bussell Lowell, Among Ilv Boohs, 198,

9, Van lyck Brooks, op* cit,. SIS.

10. IHs frequent disparagements of biographical 
statements are v/itnesses to the fact* In his «Spenser" 
Hot® 148:152:170.
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Hence his dependence on Spenser* 3 works was to he none 

relied upon*

Spenser, he decides, had written the only m t © r i 

al worthy to he termed a olassie since Chaucer* Perhaps 

his conception of a classic would he o f Interest here.

But a classic is properly a hook which maintains 
Itself by v i r t u e■of that happy coalescence of 
matter and style, that innate and exquisite sympa
thy between the thought that gives life and t h e ' 
fora that consents to ©very mood of grace and 
dignity, which can ho simple without being vulgar, 
elevated without being'distant, and which is some
thing neither ancient nor modern, always new and
Incapable of growing old*11

# »

Unis sublimity, so appealing, to posterity, must

have a basis of universal interest.

All great poetry must be sooted in the soil, must 
suck life and .substance from it, but it wm% do 
so with the aspiring instinct of the pine tliat 
climbs forever toward diviner air, and not in the
grovelling fashion of the potato**«2

However, this ©arthiness is but the first stem from which 

the flower blooms only to break away in its fu^l ripeness. 

So the poet say break from its lower source and carry his 

reader always into rarer air* As Lowell says of Daniel 

for whom he has much respect t

11. James Bussell Lowell, or>. cit* * 136.

13* Turd* , 130*
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Slier© is an equable dignity in tils thought 
and sentiment such as vm rarely m e e t * * His - 
best poems always remind me of-a table-land, 
where, "because all is so level, we are apt 
to forget on how lofty a plane we are stand
ing.3*3

Spenser lives continually in these sublime heights in his 

writings. Hint sane find it hard to breathe comfortably

in so rare an atmosphere Is the source of much of his 

adverse criticism. But Lowell experienced no such diffi

culties, for his mystical leanings and earlier romantic 

interests stood h i m  in good stead with the author of the 

Pc.erie Quean.

Because he is an expert in the field Lowell is 

also interested in the philology of Spenser. Here again 

he finds little to criticise and much to praise. He admits 

he is a 'tester of speech” who enjoys "toying” with the
i ¥

m

language, but wh o  never "endangers his finest passages by 

.any es&erlmnts of 'tills hind.” 2iis is high praise from 

Lowell, who has a keen eye for etymological inaccuracies.

He is most complimentary of Spenser*s ability to select 

the best of the multifarious material at his disposal, 

in fact, he has given h i m  a place m  a forerunner in both 

the fields of thought and language. He compliments those

13. Ibid.. 138.
*

M . ibid..  195.
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of Ills day who look on Spenser as a m o t o r  to guide 

them, comparing them to Spenser* s aim choice of Chaucer 

as his ideal.«

Of defamatory criticism (and that of the least

offensive) he has very little to offer. H© acknowledges

Sponsor’s look of humor and criticises M s  poor character
/

and plot structure, hut lie feels that Sponsor’s unusual 

strength of poetic imagination and style carries him 

along«

He is the most fluent of our poets.
Sensation passing through emotion Into 
revery is a prime quality of his manner.
And to read him puts one in the condition 
of revery, a state of mind in. which our 
thoughts and feelings float motionless, 
as one sees fish do in a gentle stream,
Tilth just enough vibration of their fins 
to keep themselves from going d a m  with 
the current, while their bodies yield 
indolently to all its soothing curves.
He chooses his language for its rich 
oanorousness rather than for intensity 
of meaning. ®> characterise his style 
in a single word, I should c a n  it 
costly. "Hone hut the daintiest and 
nicest phrases will serve him, and he 
allures us from one to the other with 
such cunning halts of alliteration, and 
such sweet lapses of verse, that never 
any word o©eas more eminent than the 
rest nor detains the feeling to eddy 
around It, hut you must go on to the 
end before you have time to stop and 
muse over the wealth that has been 
lavished an you. 15

15. Ib id . .  184.
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One almost forgots J e n a e r  in tlic bcauty of

Xiy.TolX’ß oulogy to bim* I$cwwer, wlioix one doeo ro-

neaabor it I# witb an e a g e m o s s  to return agaia to

tbat land of poetle eubliraifcy ttiat la a o ll bas so

Ttridly Oeocrlbed for us. It io tbon wo reeall tlic

autbor of mm oMtdhoofl to täxm tarn forees of 300a

and cvil WKto evor an living aien and vtmtm and go

back «ich Lowell to tlie "land of pure heart*ß ease
16

rjfeero :io ache or mssxmf of splrlt ccm enter*” 16

16. 3X xd* * 800*

1



CHAPTER Y U

w m m osm

Of all XoiTe 11 *s critical essays liis "Wordsworth" 

affords the most surprises. It lias a foia and concrete» 

ness so obviously preordained that on© doubts at times 

if it is Lowell’s. Hitherto his plans have been so com

pletely indifferent to any pattern that it seams like
1

pouring sand into a sieve to state a definite outline.

But in his "Wordsworth" not only is the form religiously 

adhered to, but he does not even digress once to dwell 

on a particularly attractive point. say this is un

usual in Lowell is to be guilty of the supreme in under

statements. His "Dryden" cones the closest to resembling

it and that is an amorphism in comparison. It is, there-
*

fore, a pleasure to be able to present the following

outline with no fear of misrepresentations

Pages 201-204 Introduction and discussion of 
Wordsworth* s feme.

Pages 204-234 A  chronological study of his life 
¥d.th an estimate of each work af 
it appears.

* 1. "His criticism clearly grew out of his reading
habit, not out of his reflective tendencies. He read pencil 
in hand, and as he read he annotated. His criticism is 
therefore largely comment, and its original destination 
being often the l e c t u r e - r o o : i t s  tone is largely conver
sational," William Brownell, American Bros© Masters, 250*
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Bag©© 334—349 Wordm-rorth* s faults,

Pagea 349-351 WUr&SWorth’s genius,

Si© second surprise concerns Lowell’s placing

of Wordsworth in the ranks of the poets. Iron a cursory

glance at tlx© foregoing outline will reveal the balance

of space devoted to Wordsworth* s faults as opposed to

Ills genius. Yet from, an essay consisting of {with the

exception of the final pages) a series of derogatory

remarks Lowell has conceived for WOr&sworth the place

of fifth in the top-ranldng Bsglish poets of all times.

He has seen fit to raise him to the literary heights of

Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare, and Hilton {as 1 presume

his great names appear) with very fox? words to warrant

his judgment and much to contradict it. He seems to

feel the inadequacy of .the choice when he states:

But When, as I have said, our impartiality 
has mad© all those qualifications and de
ductions against which even the greatest 
poet may not plead his privilege, what is 
left to Wordsworth is enough to justify 
his fame.3

And what are those justifications? Briefly they night be * 3

3

3, Eke essay «Wordsworth1* appeared originally in 
Hie Boston Advertiser, and was later edited with the col
lection titled, Asmxbr Ihr Books.

3. Janes Russell Lowell, "Wordsworth" Among tfir

Boohs. 349*
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summarised as (1) unconquerablo kngination.; (2)

Ills masculine tliiiildjis; (3) Ills thou^t-ppovoktns ideas;

(4) hdU^lateualty and impressiveness; (5} Ills habitual 

parity; and (0) the abstinence of his style. Um it is 

true that even the presence of one of these qualities 

in a nan could endow his. with greatness, but it takes 

nor© than all of them to place him with the greatest.

We nlss the mention of the comma qualities, universality, 

perfect form, and simplicity, in his discussion of Words- 

worth. And are they not after all the passports of the 

masters?

X  find X have reversed the order of procedure by 

mentioning his discussion o f Wordsworth* s genius first. 

Perhaps it is just as well, for the bulk of his essay is 

in the first part; which had best be treated last. Siere- 

fore continuing along the same line, we come to Wordsworth*s 

faults. Here Lowell comes upon an unusual phenomenon, a 

dual personality#

We recognise two voices in him, as Stephan© 
did in Caliban. Shore are Jeremiah and his 
scribe Baruch. If the prophet cease from 
dictating, the amanuensis, rather than be 
idle, employs his pen in Jotting down some 
anecdotes of his master....114 4

4 . Ibid. , 245
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It Is these anecdotes which give the inconsistent note

to Y/ordsworth* s works and actually serre no purpose.

If xm read Wordamarth through. • .we find 
ourselves changing our Blind about him 
at every other page, so uneven is he. If 
we read our favorite pota and passages 
only, he will seem uniformly great *5

*

axis is a very convenient solution, if true; for no 

matter what evils into which Wordsworth falls Lowell 

can always lay the blame on Ills other self* As it 

happens Jewell did not arrive a t 'this solution until 

the latter part of this section; hence he had already 

named many faults with no recognisable basis. Besides 

Ills irregularity of inspiration, Lowell adds a lack of 

humor, on ignorance of the mechanics of poetry, a 

tendency toward the diffuse .and the common place, nrui 

finally, a prosaicalness uncommon in our finest poets.

It is perhaps the last fault that explains all the 

others.

As the probable explanation of his last fault 

lies in his personal life (and as that is next in order 

in our consideration) it would be best to consider the 

two as relative. Die facts of Wordsworth’s life reveal 

him as a nan of supreme confidence in his own superiority.

5 . I b i d . . 3 5 1
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He m s  a disciple of nature as a guide for the pure
*

life €is well as pure poetry, tut the philosophy worked

tetter as a theory than as a practice.

Justly convinced that greatness only 
achieves its end h y  implicitly obey- 
ing its mm instincts, he perhaps re
duced the following his instincts too 
m c h  to a  system, mistook his mm resent
ments for the promptings of his natural 
genius, and. compelling principle to the 
measure of his own temperament or even 
of the controversial exigency of the 
moment, fell sometimes into the error 
of making naturalness itself artificial.
If a poet resolve to he original, it 
will end coramonly in his being merely 
peculiar. ®

it is this indomitable will of Y/ordsworth* s that fostered 

the prose aspect of his nature; his chief, if not solitary, 

fault. He ruled his life with his aim in vim? and per

mitted himself no digressions. Illustrative of this is
■ •

Lowell*s statement, "lie m s  theoretically determined not
*

only to be a philosophic poet, but to be a great philo-
7

sophie poet, and to this end he must produce an epic."

Is It any wonder that elements of prose crept into this 

m a n’s poetry.

In his prologue Lowell studies briefly Wordsworth’s

6. James Bussell Lowell, Selected Literary Essays.
206.

7. P id .. 200.
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fane, rermrldLng bm  it has depreciated since its peals

daring the anther*s life* To the reader ImmlX seems

loath© to admit it will over regain its prominence a-

gain# Daring Wordsworth’s lifetime his personality

and confidence nurtured his popularity and since it

has steadily wasted away from lack of nourislment.
*

Hie poet*s office is to he a Voice, 
not of one crying in the wilderness 
to a knot of already magnetized acolytes, 
hut singing staid the throng of men, and 
lifting their common aspirations and 
sympathies (so first clearly revealed 
to themselves) on the wings of his song 
to a purer ether - and a wider reach of 
view* We cannot, if v/o would, read the 
poetry of Wordsworth as mere poetry; at 
every other page we find ourselves en
tangled in a problem of aesthetics.0

Yet even with this adverse criticism one remembers

Lowell’s reasons for his choice of Wordsworth as among
*

the greatest#

Hone of our great poets can he called 
popular in any ©react sense of the word, 
for the highest poetry deals with thoughts 
and emotions which inhabit, like rarest 
sea-mosses, the doubtful limits of that 
shore between our abiding divine and our 
fluctuating human nature* rooted in. the 
one,'but living in the other, seldom .laid 
bore* and otherwise visible only at ex
ceptional moments of entire calm and 
clearness . 9

0. Ibid.. 304*

9* Ibid. * 326*
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On the whole Lowell* 3 attitude throughout tile 

essay is one of wariness« He seems uaoert&in about 

the true, lasting qualities of this poet; yet his 

better Judgment bids Jiia spool: out« Saintsbury says 

of the essay:

She best b y  a  good deal-is, I thinl, 
the ”Wordsr»TOrth,n which, though there 
are many good essays on Wordsworth to 
raal® up for the many bad ones, deserves 
to runic almost wit® the best «10

1 should bo very reluctant to agree with that critic,
* #

for, I believe, it cannot compare with his work on 

Shakespeare and Bryden. However, for fineness of 

noohanlaal structure it far outshine® any of the others.

10. George Saintsbury* A  History of Criticism,

650.



CHAPTER TUI

M E L L  AS A  C B P H G

Cto© is sometimes asked by young men 
to recommend to then a course of 
reading. î^r advice would always 
be to confine yourself to the supreme 
books in whatever literature; still 
better, to choose on© great author 
and grow thoroughly familiar with 
him* For as all roads lead to Home, 
so they all likewise lead hence; ana 
you will find that in order to under
stand perfectly and weigh exactly any 
really vital piece of literature, you 
will be gradually and pleasantly per
suaded to studies and explorations of 
which you little dreamed when you began 
and will find yourselves scholars before 
you are aware.1

Showing that the man who spoke these words had 

at the stone time lived a life based on their doctrine;

§, life almost exclusive of anything else, can one doubt 

the worth of such a man in the field of criticism? Yet

It seems today that .many do doubt and, what is sadder, 

openly berate his purpose in criticising. For Lowell 

had but one purpose, though many appear blind to its 

presence, and that an. appreciative one. I do not be

lieve that one of his critics can truthfully deny 

being captivated in their' first taste of Lowell* It is

1. James Russell Lowell. Selected literary Essays.
* •  «* **- -  J .  —  .JU £  * *  **» *  . .. ....^"Introduction” I.
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Impossible to miss the spell of bis personality and 

not be lulled into a feeling of quiet, studious delight 

in fine literatus». For before he is anything ©Is© 

Lowell is a lover of books and, therefor©, no matter 

wliat his faults, has a kinship with all others who have 

the sana© love*

Sits m s  the Lowell w h o a  everyone liked 
and respected, the compact little man in 
the velvet Jacket wh o  loved his pip© and 
his fir© of logs • and turned round rounder 
than anyone else, as Howells said M  later 
years, when he turned to take a book off 
the shelf. Shis m s  the Lowell-who sat 
in his study, winter and summer, for years 
on end, feeding like a  silkworm on his 
books, only stirring abroad-for his daily 
walk. - Lowell was a bookman, pure and 
simple, b o m  and bred in an alcove; and 
he basked and ripened in the sun of bools 
till lie grew as mellow as a meerschaum.
He hardly professed to be a critic, except 
in textual matters, in which he m s  both 
learned and conscientious. He would spend 
a week, at twelve hours a day,-a fortnight, 
if need w o r e , — writing a six-page notice of 
a dictionary. H e  would run through the whole 
of Ovid and Lucan to find a word for one of 
his poems. From d a m  to dusk in summer, 
of toner in winter, in the »tumultuous privacy’1 
of a snow-storm,— for he drew all the virtue 
from Emerson»s line,— lie read his Boccaccio, 
and his Hakluyt and Purchas, his old French 
metrical romances or all he could find on the 
Yankee dialect.*

Bi Van Wyck Brooks, The Flowering of Hew England, 
1015-1865, 516-517.
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Here is a nan, then, to be taken to Heart. His
<»

is not the office of the destructive critic, nor ©von 

of the judge • His is hut the o h o m i n g ,  clever voice of 

tradition, retelling us the old thoughts in a  new way.

In his am  words concerning Dryden, we have a fine de

scription of Lowell,

•, .hut lie had that faculty-of rapid 
assimilation without study, so remark
able In Coleridge and other rich minds, 
whose office is rather to impregnate 
than invent, Ihese brokers of thought 
perform a great office in literature,
second only to that of originator©,3 

/ *
It is not fair, therefore, to judge hi m  on the same 

criteria as on© would i m o l d  or Bator, If on© accepts
« , v  #

hi m  in his Chancer, Spenser, Hilton, Shakespeare, and 

Wordsworth at his full worth as reinterprete? of those 

masters who had long since been acknowledged great, one 

finds tile real Lowell. Here is the Lowell, ©harming 

graceful, and witty with little or no time spent on the 

mechanics of ©imposition. We see him reading through 

hi© author once again and then leaning back to daydream# 

It is these daydreams mingled with the accumulation of 

years of brooming in the finest masters that if© find in 

his essays* Is what he writes the truth? In the essays 3

3. James Hussell Lowell, Essay on Dryden, 101.
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m  have touched upon I believe it is safe to state that

generally it is. 2 M s  does not involve a minute study

of his theory of criticism for it is generally granted

that he has none, but what he gives us has been proven
/

true by the greatest of all the judges, ffime and Eradi-

tion. "Yerification,* as Charles Horton has remarked,
4

"is the assent of competent minds.« Perhaps the best

summarisation of the place of Lowell was given by

Saintsbury in a passage n  his "Among My Books.11

But the whole volume show® its author - 
well as a scholar but not as a pedant, 
a man of letters who is also a man of 
the world, cm d a judge who, though by 
no naans ideally impartial, and even 
with a tolerably well-stuffed portfolio 
of prejudices, can give judgments not 
to be pooh-poohed at the worst, and at 
the best things worthy to take their 
place with the best of judge-^aade law 
in our subject.4 5 6 •

But let us pass for a moment from Lowell's place

in criticism to a few of the roost often reiterated charges

against him. Eh© most serious complaint is that he had no

form either in his composition or his thought. As one has

said, «His speculative incuriosity left him without a 6
method.11

4. Henry Hhzlitt, axe Anatomy of Criticism. 28.
t *

5. George Saintsbury, A  History of Criticism. I H ,
* " *

6. Ludwig lewisobn, Expression in .America. 75
637.
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As lias been pointed out elsewhere in this paper,, his 

essays were a  series of marginal notes iTell-vrorked 

over, hut only notes after all. His "Wordsworth" and 

"Dryden" are the only ones of the group under dis

cussion that have any indioat ion of previous plan

ning, And because the essays were intended originally
*

a® lectures (which is, of course, no reason for in

coherence) and often edited too ciuickly, they shorn * *
little, if any, signs of proper construction*. It is 

not easy to understand why on© who was so fond of 

placing his subjects in categories could not see the 

lack of system in his mm work#

She second charge brought against hi® is for 

his lack of knowledge and interest in fields outside his 

immediate environment. . He had little interest in the 

other arts, though he often gave judgments (generally 

inaccurate) on them*
• *

And his equipment, that is to say, his 
culture,- was an extraordinarily bookish 
one, and* though in this sense thorough- - 
aid scholarly, exclusively literary and,. 
for an exclusively literary culture, 
singularly independent of the two groat 
allies and supports of literary culture-- 
history mid aesthetics*7 7

7. William Brownell, ¿haericaa Ecose Masters. 2d9.
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However, this lack, which could often he supplied b y
4

his acmivorous reading» t o  not as serious .in. the eyes

of his critics as his aloofness from the common people,

Member - of a distinguished and wealthy 
family, alumnus of Seaward and later 
its Professor of Modern language», - 
Ambassador to the Court of St »'James, 
editor of the Atlantic Monthly, lie m s  
placed by his background and career 
among the elect, and the wonder is not 
that he shrank from the gans-culottes, 
but that he had ever had a n ^ H S ^ E o ” 
do with them, 3

*

ih© time he spent in Europe, either in preparation for 

his teaching or in his diplomatic duties, served to 

broaden and enrich his outlook, !3Ms m s  true of Lowell 

more than the average traveler, for he had an insularity 

concerning his country and his particular literary group 

that m s  common in his section at the time. Shis broad

ening end enriching brought about a  wider sympathy in 

literature, but never in society. He mm always conscious 

of his place among the elite. ‘Ills awareness of environ

mental theories was superficial, and of evolutionary
9

theories practically non-existent.” However, in the final 

test this lack of sympathy had no bearing on his ability as 

a critic.

8, Bernard Satth, fforoes in American Criticism, 235.

9. Ibid., 230.
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She final complaint made against Lotto I I 5 s  criti

cisms Is M s  didactic manner. It is the least conclusive 

of them all, for since the days of Aristotle w o  have 

been dependent on oritios for the final word (whether 

we consider it the right word or not is another point) 

in judgment of our literature. m  fact, his definite

ness in stating M s  deductions and his custom of cate

gorising is often what appeals to Lowell* s readers

most. Ho 'matter what our opinion is on the value of 
*

his method, we must admit that in general his judgments 

are sound. Because of his method, like Aristotle mid 

all didactic writers since him, Lowell has been the 

source of sore quotations, considering the propor

tionate amount of material written, than any critic 

since his time. If one .wished to present a  point (pro 

or con) on any of the authors he treated Lowell always 

seems to have a good solid statement on which to launch* 

Of the three most popular destructive criti

cisms of Lowell none should hinder one from receiving 

full enjoyment from his essays j for he mad© up for'a 

lack of originality and objectiveness b y  a  love and 

appreciation of the best attainable that no critic can 

surpass,

2Ton the readings of no other body of 
critical essays in itaglish can the
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reader learn so much sound literary 
history; His five essays, on Ohauoer>
Spenser. ShaLcespeare, Dryaon and Hope, 
ere virtually an adequate account of 
tli© doveloiment of English poetry 
from Chaucer to B u m s  *10

He criticised only the host (in the custom of William 

lyon Rielps today) and brought to them the cream of 

his knowledge and wit* though his essays have lost 

much favor in the last years X believe they have the 

seeds of permanency in. than and will survive this 

troubled tine, as representative of one of our first 

and finest gentlemen of letters*

10* Ferris Greens let, James Russell Howell. 297.
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